Marc Bloch - Wikipedia
Marc Léopold Benjamin Bloch (Lyon, 6 de julio de 1886-Saint-Didier-de-Formans, 16 de junio de 1944) fue un historiador francés especializado en la Francia medieval y fundador de la Escuela de los Annales. Es uno de los intelectuales franceses más destacados de la primera mitad del siglo XX. Durante la Segunda Guerra Mundial se unió a la resistencia francesa, siendo ...

Japan: Key Facts and History - ThoughtCo
May 06, 2019 · Settled by migrants from the Asian mainland back in the mists of prehistory, Japan has seen the rise and fall of emperors, rule by samurai warriors, isolation from the outside world, expansion over most of Asia, defeat, and rebirth. One of the most war-like of nations in the early 20th century, Japan today often serves as a voice of pacifism and restraint on the international …

Ox (comics) - Wikipedia
The Ox is the alias of two fictional characters appearing in American comic books published by Marvel Comics. The original incarnation, Raymond Bloch, is one of the founding members of the Enforcers, a team usually in the employment of crime bosses like the Kingpin, Mister Fear, or Hammerhead, and a recurring threat of the superheroes Spider-Man and Daredevil.
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Reproducing the energy transfer in photosynthesis. Anna Rosławska and Guillaume Schull, who are researchers at the Surfaces et interfaces department of the Institut de physique et de chimie des matériaux de Strasbourg (IPCMS) have succeeded in reproducing the energy transfer at work in plant photosynthesis using a model composed of three pigments (organic molecules).